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Disposable Hospital 
Cubicle Curtains

Hospital curtains remain an important means of ensuring privacy in 
healthcare facilities. They can also be a source of bacteria and 
potential infection when they are not changed on a regular basis. In 
some areas such as an OR and ER, curtains need to be changed 
on a more frequent basis, as well as periodically, due to the nature 
of patient requirements. Reusable curtains can be a great idea, but 
repeated laundering deteriorates antimicrobial properties, making 
patients more vulnerable to bacteria and germs that come in 
contact with conventional curtains. For instances such as these, a 
disposable solution with an ability to track dates is required.

Barrier is a disposable privacy solution from Belroc. Barrier is your 
solution to high traffic areas where disease control and rapid swap 
out are paramount. 

Disposable medical supplies bring many 
benefits, including convenience and safety  
for patients, visitors, and hospital staff.

MINIMIZE THE SPREAD  
OF INFECTION

Even in well managed situations, curtains 
are often opened and closed in between 
the process of interacting with the patient 
and hand sanitization. The more frequently 
this occurs, the higher the possibility of 
bacteria or infection spreading within 
the facility. Disposable curtains are ideal 
for use in high-traffic areas, such as the 
ER and OR, where frequent change out 
and/or laundering is required. Facilities 
have the option of recycling curtains, or 
disposing with hospital waste. 

RAPID AND SAFE REPLACEMENT

Disposable curtains can be hung  
without the need of a ladder, and  
refitted in 2-3 minutes per bed space,  
from an adjustable track that hangs  
from the ceiling. Safe and fast change  
out results in less danger to staff and 
reduced down time between patients.

SCHEDULE REGULAR  
CHANGE-OUT INTERVALS

It may not always be obvious when  
a hospital curtain was last changed  
and laundered, which may lead to 
contaminated curtains hanging for an 
unacceptable amount of time. Barrier 
disposable curtains are outfitted with  
a unique, anti-peel label to record the  
date of the last change-out, ensuring  
for consistency.



EASY CHANGE OUT AND DISPOSAL
Integral stems are simply inserted through removal 
point for fast change out. Manufactured from 
polypropylene—Barrier curtains are 100% recyclable, 
or can be disposed of as hospital waste.

SUSPENDED TRACK
Allows for smooth, straightforward change-outs,  
without the use of a ladder. Simply remove,  
dispose, and replace!

FLAME RETARDANT
Curtains are proven to meet international flame 
retardant standards, equivalent to that of  
conventional cubicle curtains. 

COLOUR OPTIONS
Curtains are stocked in Dark Blue, Light Blue,  
and Cream. 

COMPACT AND LIGHTWEIGHT
Curtains arrive pre-pleated, and give a lasting fresh, 
clean, and modern look to the whole department.

 

Barrier curtains are a safe and simple 
disposable curtain system that helps 
hospital and healthcare facilities maintain a 
proper level of infection control and speed 
up curtain change outs.

Studies have shown that curtains can 
harbour pathogenic bacteria, and that 
92% of hospital curtains become 
contaminated within a timeframe of  
one week.1

Repeated washes of reusable curtains 
are not practical in high-traffic areas, 
such as the ER and OR. Break the chain 
of infection with Barrier; a disposable 
polypropylene cubicle curtain system, 
designed with two options. 

1 Cheung-Larivee, K. “92% of Hospital Privacy Curtains Contain Bacteria.” Fierce Healthcare. 
September 22, 2011. http://www.fiercehealthcare.com/story/92-hospital-privacy-curtains-
contain-bacteria/2011-09-22.

1. Barrier EZ: Designed for use in areas where 
speedy, and frequent change outs are required.

2. Barrier +: In areas requiring less periodic change 
outs, curtains are treated with an antimicrobial 
formula to extend the products lifecycle.
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Belroc Group Inc. is a privately 
owned business, based out of 
Kingston, ON, providing interior 
specialty products to customers 
across the country. Our product 
expertise and attention to detail 
allow us to provide world class 
customer service. Visit our website 
to shop popular products, read 
the latest industry news, and learn 
more about the unique product 
solutions we have to your building 
interior challenges.

Additional Patient Privacy product lines  
are also available through Belroc.

http://www.belroc.com 

